
 

Dear Parents/carers, 

 

 

I hope you have all had a lovely Easter and are looking forward to the summer! 

 

The start of this term will be very busy again as the Year 6 children will be preparing and 

taking their SATs! As I’ve mentioned before, I will be doing my best to ensure children do 

their best but do not overly worry about their SATs. We will continue to work on topics in the 

afternoons and once they are over, the children will have opportunity to participate in lots of 

different fun activities inside and outside of school.  

 

Our topic for this term is ‘Extreme Earth.’ The children are already excited about this topic, 

so it should be an exciting and fascinating topic for them. As most of you saw, we kicked off 

the topic with a big earthquake at Monkleigh School, which was exciting. During the topic, 

the children will research different natural hazards that affect our planet. We will be learning 

about how and why these natural hazards occur and we will also be doing some case 

studies on particular disasters. Comparing these big disasters such as the Boxing Day 

tsunami of 2004, to natural hazards that have hit our country will give the children a really 

interesting contrast. Class 3 will also be attempting to recreate some of the natural hazards 

that the children will have learnt about.  

 

The Science topic this term will be based on Earth and Space, mainly focusing on the 

Earth. We will discuss how gravity works on Earth and how this compares to other planets 

in the solar system. They will also learn about the movement of the Earth and how this 

creates night and day. Wherever possible, we will link this with the term’s topic. We will 

discuss how different things affect the weather on this planet and how different natural 

disasters are started.    

 

In Literacy, particularly at the beginning of this term, we will be focusing on reading and the 

children’s ability to understand texts and infer meaning (reading between the lines). We will 

be looking at how questions can be answered and looking at tips to help do these. We will 

also be going back over all areas of SPaG, to ensure children feel as confident as possible 

about these difficult concepts. Once SATs are complete, we will be focussing more on 

writing. The children will be demonstrating their ability to write for a variety of different 

audiences. They will need to show off all of their writing skills related to sentence structure, 

punctuation, vocabulary, spelling and handwriting. Like in the Spring term, we will be doing 

a lot of editing and proofreading to help the children make each piece of writing their very 

best! 

 

During Maths this half term, we will be continuing to go through all aspects of the 

curriculum, recapping them where needed. We will begin by recapping the arithmetic side of 

maths, particularly focussing on fractions, decimals and percentages, as children are all 

becoming very confident with their calculation methods. We will then be going over shapes, 

data handling, equations, time and anything else that the children need to go over again. 

After SATs have finished, we will be concentrating on more real life problems and a variety 

of different math challenges.  

 



In Computing we are going to watch a range of weather reports that have been on the 

television. This should give the children good examples for when they attempt to plan and 

recording themselves doing their very own weather reports. This activity will require the 

children to use the Learnpads for videoing, for editing videos and for merging lots of clips 

together to make one complete video.  

 

Art and Design and Technology will both link with the extreme earth topic. The children 

will have lots of practise using different paints; they will explore mixing different colours and 

will learn lots of new painting strokes. They will then use all these skills to create their own 

extreme weather landscapes. During the term, we will also be attempting to create our very 

own natural disasters inside the classroom. This will be an exciting investigation for the 

children! 

 

For music this term, the children will have the opportunity to create their own little jingles. 

These jingles will introduce their weather forecast videos in computing. They will be creating 

this music on the Learnpads using a range of different apps. During the summer term, there 

will also be some whole school activities, more information on this will become available 

closer to the time.  

 

PE will continue to be taught by Mrs Wilson every day except Fridays. We will try and get 

the children changed into their full PE kits at least once a week, so it is very important for all 

children to make sure they have their PE kit, which includes their trainers, in school every 

day. We will be strict on this in Class 3, especially as we will have many different sporting 

opportunities for the children to participate in during the Summer term.  

 

I will be continuing to send homework home at the beginning of the Summer term. This will 

only be until SATs are completed. As I’ve previously mentioned, once these are finished I 

would like to give the children a break for all their hard work! It would be brilliant if the 

children could continue trying to complete this homework independently to begin with. If 

they need support and you are around to help, brilliant, but please just star the question so 

that I know if there is anything I need to go back over. The homework will be handed out 

each Wednesday afternoon and I will need it back in by the Monday so that I can get it all 

marked in time for the following homework. This will also give me enough time to go through 

the homework with any children that are not 100% confident with any aspect of it.  

 

If at any time during the term you have any concerns regarding your child or anything you 

would like to discuss with me, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

 

 

Yours faithfully,  

 

Mr Sussex 


